09 toyota corolla

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota Corolla owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Paint fading, chalking, cracking,
or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Both front quarter panels have
popped loose and will not stay reattached. Guard under the front is too low and had to be
removed because it con". Rear bumper spoiler constantly comes loose". They break and the
body portion of fender actually flaps and opens gaps. Amazingly cheap poor design. Electrical
ties can be used to repair or replace expensive full fender and surround. The fender could not
be reattached without a body shop fixing the fasteners. The clips used are faulty. They are loose
as we speak. The fasteners are defective. They have had a temporary fix but they have both
become loose again. The front bumper's screws tore through the plastic to which they were
attached". Need to reglue". The holes that their tabs fit into have enlarged over time and will no
longer hold the trim". Notify Toyota who would not stand behind it. Claimed that someone
dropped battery acid on hood. Battery only on one side of car and no one dropped battery acid.
I paid privately for repaint". I have three other Toyota and have no paint problems with them".
Difficult to remove stains. Within 3 years paint started flaking off front spoiler and grill
surround. Toyota would not repair our of warranty. After 9 years now paint is very dull, very
oxidized, even after parking nightly in a carport. Would not recommend Toyota White. I keep the
care in a garage most of its life. The primer didn't adhered properly and allows the paint to peel,
down to the metal. The problem started as chalky looking paint in the fall of and the paint and
primer soon started peeling from the roof of the car. Now the trunk and hood have started
looking chalky. Toyota does not recognized this as a problem, out of warranty mostly, but they
also don't acknowledge the problem exists. The issue is unresolved, it's hard to spend this
amount of money, mostly for cosmetics, on a car that's supposed to be an economy model. Did
not repair". Now it's starting to peel in some places. All paint is faded. Doesn't affect function of
the car, but it looks pretty ghetto. Not as bad as Mazda Protege. Already had two body panels
repainted because of peeling paint. Now the paint on the hood is peeling. Toyota has now
issued a service bulletin and has a program to address it. Haven't been able to take advantage
of it yet because of ongoing pandemic. Coating is completely gone". I had the car repainted.
The area on the roof that is peeled is about 30 inches in diameter, with another spot about 6
inches long. Will have to have the roof repainted. Stains Like tree sap are difficult to remove. I
had the entire care repainted since it has only miles and is mechanically fine and had new tires.
Fading a little. Chalking in spots. Spider cracking on all top surfaces. Peeling on all fiberglass
surfaces". Horizontal part of trunk is looking a little wan, but not as bad as the roof".
Appearance of flat paint. Stains like tree sap difficult to remove". In some areas it looks as if
paint has faded! There are more areas and each one small, under 1 cm. I am noticing more
places over the past few months". The car is garage kept and washed every other week and
waxed monthly". Paint on roof faded. Not a major problem". Paint cracking on front and rear of
vehicle". The dealer repaired it but I am still concerned that it may start leaking in the future".
There are four incidences of this problem. Rust is inevitable. Paint was defective. Salt air. Top of
car rusting. Same thing happened to last one after 10 years. Sandpaper and Rustoleum ought to
give me another 10 years". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers,
rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Have not had checked out yet".
Had Geico breakdown and they wouldn't honor it. Said rust voids coverage. Got rid of Geico".
Warranty coverage was only 3 years from original purchase. Should have been recall, not TSB".
The code is for dirty sensor. The ABS had strange behavior activating when not needed at all
loss of braking power due to ABS thinking the car lost traction. Toyota disconnected the sensor
some month ago and repairs will be next week. ABS did not detect correctly that sensor failed
and remained operational in some cases. This lead to lossof braking power. Complete read
wheel remplacement on both sides. I am lucky to be alive". I had it back to the dealer several
times and I told them not to put ABS system on as it was not working on my car. I have driven
the car without the ABS system and I am satisfied it is not a safety concern for myself with my
driving experience but my wife is afraid to drive it as she has had some close encounters with
old system ABS. I felt the sdealer was passing the buck a". I did all these things and it did not
work for me and with 3 million or so km,s under my belt as a traveler. Another good winters
driving for me yetr feel Toyota let me down but otherwise Toyiota is still my dependable brand".
Dealer showed me the wear". Changed discs and pads". I replaced them myself. I would have to

take the car back to have the rotors resurfaced. After the 3rd time having this done they
replaced the rotors and I have had no problem with them since. The work I had done on the
brakes was done by AAA Car Care, they never charged me for any of they work as it fell within
their warranty period. New brake pads. Had them resurfaced. Had them replaced a number of
times. The rotors were worn. I believe that I may ride my brakes more than some. I do mostly
inner city driving". I had the front brakes 1st last year, then 6 mo later the back". Then redid the
whole job. Mechanic blamed the new type of harder pad material Toyota was trying out". To be
expected after certain number of miles. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. Replacement solved the problem". The mechanic said that I "cooked"
the engine while driving with the failed water pump. Toyota should have replaced the water
pump! Pump was beginning to leak after mi--showed spray mark on inside of hood. Other
problem was replacement of left front axle; boot was leaking fluid". However, Toyota made good
on the cost". Water pump was replaced". Was replaced under extended warranty". Parts from
Toyota Labor for repairs I feel failu". Finally, in it sounded like the bearings were going out of it
and I had it replaced. When I looked under the hood, I could see a lot of dried coolant around
the water pump area. That is when I replaced it. We were driving down the interstate when the
water pump bearing failed and through the belt. The water pump was wobbled on the bearing.
Car had to be towed 2 hours home". The last time it was within a year of replacing it the first
time". My other vehicles have had water pumps fail, but after , miles or more". Both times it
totally froze up, not rotating at all. Plus it suddenly leaked most of the coolant". Cruise control,
clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. I hope Toyota does better on future alternator designs". They examined it and
said it was the alternator and replaced the alternator and drive belt. Car would not start. Battery
was charged and was good for several months Battery lost charge again and engine would not
start. Battery was replaced as it would no longer hold a charge. Probably just a normal battery
wore out and needed replacement. The battery was in the car when I purchased it as a used car.
The No. Replaced coil; no further problems. One for each spark plug. Two have gone bad
probably due to age. I managed to get it home and had it towed to Toyota the next day. They
replaced more than one coil I think three and I got the car back the same day. They were very
good about keeping me posted while they were diagnosing it and they sent the courtesy van to
pick me up when the car was ready. I took it to a mechanic who diagnosed failing ignition coil. It
was replaced and no difficulties remain. The problem was an ignition coil which was replaced
and have had no problems since". I think I have all new ones now. The wiring harness fouled
out 3 previously". We went to the Toyota dealer. The problem was faulty wiring and a missing
cylinder. The engine wiring harness was replaced mechanic thought it had been eaten by mice.
A few days later, check engine light came on agai". Seemed to help". Rear window seal partially
deteriorated and not leaking but not easy to fix. Sounds like a very loud knock when the engine
starts". I am always told that there are clips missing and I have to pay for them to be installed
again". These clips squeak badly in hot weather. Occaisional belt squealing in cold weather.
Replacing the strut mount with new bearing didn't solve problem". Now there is the sound of
metal rattling sometimes when I drive". Became a problem shortly after we bought it". It took
nearly three years for the dealer to do this. It still clunks into gear from time to time. We traveled
across the U. We had a power steering pump replace before the". It gets worse if the wind is
strong". There is also loud tire noise even with new recommended tires. Shocks or struts, ball
joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power
steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic
or air suspension. As I feel I will continue to own the car for the next several years, I decided to
finally replace it. As this is just a "run around town" car I did not take it on long trips; I felt no
reason to replace it sooner. Some noticeable bounce going over bumps". Both front struts
replaced and balanced. Will need to change both front struts in next revision due at km". He
said the bearings needed replacement. I was surprised -- never had a car require new wheel
bearings". I was told the CV axle was bad and needed to be replaced. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. It doesn't work until
warmed up for many miles, and usually cut car off and restart it". We purchased an aftermarket
unit from Best Buy to replace it. Could last for ten minutes or all day before working again. Did
this sporadically". Sometimes when the CD is used and then you try to switch back to the radio
the whole radio will turn off. The radio display will sometimes display boxes and symbols and
when". Had to replace the part". Dealership did a sub-par job and the sound system needed to
be replaced immediately. Preselect station buttons sometimes don't work or turns radio off.
Volume changes randomly sometimes. In general, radio displays random strange behavior". It
acts like it has a short. Cold weather makes it worse. They keep shorting out". Dealership

personnel first said the complaint was caused by faulty transmission from the radio stations.
Dealership then said the only way to resolve it was to replace the radio entirely which they were
not willing to do. Will never buy a other Toyota and will forever speak poorly to one and all
about this. Sometimes you cannot tune the radio or change volume level. Sometimes you
cannot turn the radio off, except by using the ignition switch. Radio was replaced once, under
warranty, but the replacement radio was just as bad. You would think that Toyota could do
better than this farcical junk". At first, I could still play my one station, but I couldn't change
stations. That lasted about a month. Then it died completely". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter,
exhaust manifold, leaks. I had the manifold replaced the year prior, so to have this leak appear
one month later was annoying. The leak was small at first so I waited about 10 months to have it
repaired the noise had gotten louder. The mechanic could hear the engine noise coming from
the manifold but he couldn't find any leaks. Did not charge for the second visit where he finally
discovered what the issue was. I mentioned my problem and the mechanic mentioned the
model. Toyota recalled and put a new air bag in May Could not use the passenger side front
seat during that time. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. There is a service bulletin on this known problem".
Smoke came out and it was very scary for her". I have no reason why". Wish Toyota would have
stood behind the repair better discount? Replacing gasket only lasted short time. Finally had to
replace engine with rebuilt from newer model. Safety is most important". Costly repair. Coolant
leaking. Cost to repair too much for value of car". Also did valve job, cleaned piston tops,
cleaned block PCV internal baffles, etc. Most people didn't even recommend fixing it. Then it
would race up slow down race up and Slow Down cycling". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery
and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch,
electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Control very balky!
Continue to have clouding of clear headlight lens covers. You can't turn them off if you are
going through a Christmas drive through. I will not buy anymore Toyota vehicles because of
this. Engineers setting in Japan think they know everything you might do with a car, but they
don't". This affect all dashboard displays. I plan to have this serviced to find and fix the problem
soon, but have not taken it to a shop yet". The particles from the crystallized container clogged
the line so no washer fluid was running to wash the windscreen". Accessory belts and pulleys,
engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. I took the car to my dealer.
Check with several sources found 1 unable to communicate, 2 cooling issue, unclear as to
whether it was coolant, thermostat or computer sensor 3 had all three replaced. The computer
thinks that the airbags intermittently malfunction. It wrongly registers trouble codes such as :
foreign object in wheel speed sensors, one for each of ALL 4 Wheels. The car runs with not
indication of any malfunction including perfectly functioning Anti-Lock Braking. When it was
under warranty the computer m". The engine is leaking far less than a quart a month". I took it
to a mechanic, but then had to take it to a Toyota dealer because the part was specialized. Not
bad enough to take to the mechanic yet. This led to water backing up and destroying the 0 2
sensor as well as flooding the car on the p". It was noticeable and I took the car in and they
replaced it". I'm chasing the unknown but cars drives fine they said. By disconnecting the wires
to the back speakers, the radio works. But when the headlights are on the radio light does not
work. Sudden failure no warning. Towed to mechanic, replaced alternator. Stopped at Toyota
and they said to get a new battery. Continued to drive the car all day. At end of day, steering
wheel froze up, car started to stall while driving, and I could barely pull the car to safety. It w".
Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. It has always scared the daylights out of me
when I try to accelerate from top gear. It doesn't matter if I am using the cruise control or not,
when the vehicle tries to accelerate, instead of dropping down one gear out of 'D', it must be
dropping into '2' because it will SLAM into the gear to get moving. This is very nerve-wracking
because I am expecting to see pieces dropping from under the car as I continue to drive. The fix
I have found is to shift the car into '3' on my own prior to accelerating. This prevents the issue.
We then took it to a transmission repair shop. Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. The worst thing about the car is the battery goes dead if you don't start it for a
few days. Toyota issued warranty extension and fixed". On the 5th one there was a kit to fix the
problem, I paid for the kit the dealer pa". Most of the time it was the fuel cap or small
evaporative leak". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
The mechanics could not get the same results, so they said they couldn't do anything. After
over two years of this, I went to the dealership and asked for their best tra". Although this issue
did not cause any noticable change in the behavior of the car, it requires a transmission rebuild
due to the location of the part. This is something I would forgo if it weren't required in order to

renew the plates. Three stops later, it stoped engaging altogether. Had to replace transmission
with rebuild. They just know there is a code. They always replace it. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. New Used Toyota Corolla Change Vehicle. At 32 mpg overall, this generation Corolla's
fuel economy was among the best we'd measured in any conventional car with an automatic
transmission, other than a hybrid or a diesel. The manual transmission model gets the same
fuel economy as the automatic. The pleasant and refined Corolla provides a comfortable ride, an
improved driving position, and a roomier rear seat, compared with the previous model. There
are 13 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots.
Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall
Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major.
Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. The front bumper's screws tore through the
plastic to which they were attached" Paul S. The holes that their tabs fit into have enlarged over
time and will no longer hold the trim" Paul S. I paid privately for repaint" Joel A. Coating is
completely gone" Anonymous, Toyota Corolla S 1. Peeling on all fiberglass surfaces" Kevin H.
Horizontal part of trunk is looking a little wan, but not as bad as the roof" Anonymous, FL
Toyota Corolla 1. I am noticing more places over the past few months" Anonymous, IN Toyota
Corolla "paint is fading on roof, hood and top of trunk and the rear of the roof has a large area
chalking, cracking, and peeling. The car is garage kept and washed every other week and waxed
monthly" John S. Not a major problem" Jack S. The dealer repaired it but I am still concerned
that it may start leaking in the future" Robert D. Sandpaper and Rustoleum ought to give me
another 10 years" Jack S. Have not had checked out yet" Norman D. Got rid of Geico" Stephen
G. I felt the sdealer was passing the buck a" Lloyd M. Another good winters driving for me yetr
feel Toyota let me down but otherwise Toyiota is still my dependable brand" Lloyd M. Changed
discs and pads" Yvan P. I do mostly inner city driving" Candace A. I had the front brakes 1st
last year, then 6 mo later the back" Joan W. Replacement solved the problem" Ronald H. Other
problem was replacement of left front axle; boot was leaking fluid" Gregory W. Was replaced
under extended warranty" Chris J. I feel failu" Bill M. Car had to be towed 2 hours home" Scott
R. My other vehicles have had water pumps fail, but after , miles or more" Anonymous, TX
Toyota Corolla S "I have had to replace the water pump 2 times in the last 2 Years. A few days
later, check engine light came on agai" Glenn C. Seemed to help" Holly C. Air or water leaks
"Water pump started leaking and went out" Dennis S. Now there is the sound of metal rattling
sometimes when I drive" Christopher B. Became a problem shortly after we bought it" Mark L.
Ball joints "In CD player "same as radio issue. It doesn't work until warmed up for many miles,
and usually cut car off and restart it" Tammy K. Did this sporadically" Chris J. Had to replace
the part" Maria M. You would think that Toyota could do better than this farcical junk" Donald H.
Then it died completely" Donna R. Catalytic converter "Sensors and item failed" Donald S.
Cylinder head "Made terrible noise when starting. Safety is most important" Anonymous, ON
Toyota Corolla "Had to replace head gasket due to pressure loss in two cylinders. I plan to have
this serviced to find and fix the problem soon, but have not taken it to a shop yet" David O. The
particles from the crystallized container clogged the line so no washer fluid was running to
wash the windscreen" Anonymous, FL Toyota Corolla XLE 1. C" Stephen S. The engine is
leaking far less than a quart a month" Christopher E. This led to water backing up and
destroying the 0 2 sensor as well as flooding the car on the p" Anonymous, OH Toyota Corolla
LE 1. It was noticeable and I took the car in and they replaced it" James L. Rough shifting "3rd
Gear synchronizer is weak Mirrors "The right mirror no longer moves electrically. Toyota issued
warranty extension and fixed" David L. Emission control devices includes EGR "Replaced 4
charcoal canisters as check engine light would come on and the dealer said there was moisture
in the charcoal canister and it would have to be replaced. Most of the time it was the fuel cap or
small evaporative leak" Daniel G. Transmission rebuild or replacement "The transmission
started bucking and revving almost as soon as I bought the car. See All Trouble Spots.
Compare Models. Similar Cars. Ford Focus. Honda Civic. Mazda 3. Mini Cooper. Subaru
Impreza. Toyota Corolla. Toyota Prius. Toyota Yaris. This score shows whether the model had
more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total
number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. An inflator explosion may

result in sharp metal fragments striking the driver or other occupants resulting in serious injury
or death. Read Recall Details. These vehicles had their driver or passenger frontal air bag
inflators previously replaced under a prior recall using inflators of the same design. The
inflators may explode due to propellant degradation occurring after long-term exposure to high
absolute humidity, temperature and temperature cycling. What should you do:. Toyota will
notify owners. Depending on the vehicle model, dealers will replace the front driver inflator,
front passenger airbag inflator, the airbag assembly, or the front passenger airbag
sub-assembly and inflator. The recall began November 20, Owners may contact Toyota
customer service at or Lexus customer service at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide
Recall Details. VI or "Zone A. In the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the passenger
frontal air bag, these inflators may explode due to propellant degradation occurring after
long-term exposure to absolute humidity and temperature cycling. Toyota will notify the Toyota,
Scion and Lexus owners. General Motors will contact the Pontiac owners. Depending on the
vehicle model, dealers will replace the front passenger air bag inflator, or replace the air bag
assembly. The recall began on January 29, Owners may contact Toyota customer service at , or
Pontiac customer service at An inflator rupture may result in metal fragments striking the
vehicle occupants resulting in serious injury or death. Virgin Islands, or "Zone A. These
vehicles are equipped with certain air bag inflators assembled as part of the passenger frontal
air bag modules used as original equipment or replacement equipment. In the event of a crash
necessitating deployment of the passenger frontal air bag, these inflators may rupture due to
propellant degradation occurring after long-term exposure to absolute humidity and
temperature cycling. Depending on the model, dealers will replace the passenger frontal air bag
inflator or the air bag assembly, free of charge. The recall began on February 1, If damaged, the
copper strand heating element may short circuit, increasing the risk of a fire. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They responded very quickly very
much helpful informing and no pressure in trying to get you to buy a car and was very
informative on options when your ready to buy a car. Super friendly and also offered other
choices of cars that became available since my initial inquiry. They have a great warranty
program when you purchase a car there. Unfortunately,I decided on a completely different auto
else where. I do recommend Serve Auto as an option if they have the type of car you want.
Super friendly, great deal and would recommend. Very helpful staff and love the truck I bought.
Car gas been wrecked.. Valves under hood have been altered so there may be an issue there. It
has two wreck injuries one you can see in the back. Ask for more photos If you cannot take the
drive. Roof is peeling. Leather is peeling. Dealer refused to go down. Good luck. I really
appreciate how this dealer responded to interest in their vehicle. I would have definitely
purchased from them but the used truck I was looking at didn't have the engine I wanted. I
recommend this dealer, they make you feel comfortable spending your money. I like buy cars
contactless that includes not talking on the phone, because I don't trust car sales people. So I
give them email tell them to give there best price on a buyer's order. I have bought many cars in
this manner without issue. This dealership's communication was sporadic at best. They really
need to assign a specific person to online sales otherwise they will continue to blow easy deals
like mine. Paulos was a pleasure to work with. He was very personable and friendly. He let us
take the car to our personal mechanic to have it looked over. I felt like he was fair and gave us a
good deal. Would definitely recommend. Paulos at Expo Motors was sincere and helpful. Sadly
the Mustang I was interested in had some emissions issues hopefully he can resolve them and
we still can do business. Very professional and quick in response. Unfortunately I wasn't able to
go because of the distance. I arrived at run and drive and was greeted by steven. Saw the truck i
was looking at. Saw an oil puddle underneath it. Found power steering lines leaking, took it for a
test drive and the power steering pump was empty so it was winding very loud. I couldnt believe
they wouldnt check that before i came. Otto and the team are a great team. They have an
amazing selection of used cars and have something for everyones budget. They actually go
through each car to make sure its safe and will be dependable for the buyer. Was coming up to
buy this today. Very sad. Dealership has been great. Hoping they have something else. Looking
forward to doing business with them. Very great deals thankful I found this place. Finance and
customer service was great. I would recommend this place to anyone, ask for joe when visiting!
The owner A Very accommodating gentleman. Took the time to meet with me after hours away
from the lot as I was a traveler just passing through. Dealer was very detailed, helpful and able
to answer questions. Everything is done at dealership no need to visit DMV. Great service. They
post pictures of vehicles on the outside and non of the interior to show damaged areas. On the
outside the Honda looked amazing and well taken care of but the inside was awful and torn up
seats even wear and tear by the handle of doors. Not worth the asking price. Car did not seem
same as the pictures. After doing the visuall inspection Bumper looked like it had been an

accident. Beware of when buying car from here. Check everything! We will continue to buy from
them and have them service our vehicles. Brad and Shane are very good to us. We recommend
them to others. My mother also has bought from them and have serviced her vehicle. They let
me know right away that the vehicle I was interested in already sold just a few hours prior.
Minor power and styling changes maintain the '09 Corolla's reputation for reliability, fuel
efficiency, and affordability, and the addition of more trims expands its driving options for a
wide range of tastes. Despite adding a sportier trim and attempting to jazz up the exterior, the
'09 Corolla remains one of the more conservative compact sedans in its class and still falls
behind the Civic and MAZDA3 in performance and handling. The '09 Corolla rightly appeals to
buyers both young and old looking for an economical yet reliable compact sedan. No longer the
entry-level car in Toyota's lineup thank you, Yaris , the Corolla could have spread its wings and
taken bolder steps in its design and performance, but chooses instead not to stray far from its
successful formula. Though far from exciting, it delivers what its target consumer needs:
dependability, a quality build, and top-notch fuel economy, all backed by Toyota's solid
reputation. Entering its 40th year on the market, the '09 Corolla continues to hold its place as
the best-selling car not only in the world, but in the history of automobiles. The
front-wheel-drive compact sedan has built up its loyal fan base by emphasizing quality,
dependability, fuel efficiency, and affordability for families on a budget or first-time buyers. With
the recent style and performance updates to the Honda Civic and new MAZDA3, Toyota decided
to give the Corolla a refresh this year, perhaps in an attempt to keep attracting new and younger
buyers into its fold. On the trim front, the Corolla now offers five choices with something for
everyone, young to old. More conservative buyers uninterested in gadgets and power
accessories might opt for the economical Standard, while those looking for power accessories
might prefer the LE or XLE. Hardly roadburners, these trims lay claim to the sporty moniker
mainly in stylistic ways, with added side sills, rocker panels, leather trim, and spoilers, though
the XRS does house a new and more powerful 2. The old 1. The '09 Corolla grows a bit this year
and adds more slope to its roofline for a sleeker profile. From the exterior, it looks almost
exactly like a scaled-down Camry. Its A and C pillars have been moved out to create a more
spacious interior and better visibility, while lower ground clearance and a wider stance improve
handling. Other additions for include electric power steering for the XRS, standard ABS on all
trims, and optional traction and stability control. The '09 Corolla offers two engine choices, one
brand new and the other tweaked for greater horsepower. Standard in all trims but the XRS, a
valve, 1. In keeping with its economical heritage, it runs on regular 87 octane unleaded gasoline.
For the sportier S trim, the 4-speed automatic is replaced by a new manumatic 5-speed. As
expected in a compact, acceleration requires major effort, particularly with the automatic
transmission, but test drives reveal an adequately smooth and well-matched 5-speed manual.
Its power boost still leaves the '09 Corolla behind the Civic, but it manages to maintain its
superior fuel economy ratings despite a loss of 1 mpg from Some owners claim fuel economy
as high as 40 mpg, well above the EPA estimates. The new XRS trim gets a valve, 2. The extra
gear in the automatic helps cut down on engine grind when trying to get up to speed, but the
manual again is much more fun and responsive, since it lets the driver get more involved. The 2.
The larger tires are available as options. By adding more than 2 inches in width and lowering its
ground clearance, the front-wheel-drive '09 Corolla claims to deliver a more stable and
aerodynamic ride, though most reviewers noticed little change from previous years. The Corolla
has always offered a conservative driving experience, with decent, dependable handling and a
solid chassis that it shares with the Matrix, and the '09 model continues this tradition. The new
engine and manumatic transmission in the XRS bring the '09 Corolla up to speed with the Civic
and MAZDA3, though more in a figurative than a literal sense, as both those models still pack a
lot more punch in both engine power and driving dynamics. The XRS feels livelier than the other
Corolla trims, but without a sport-tuned suspension or rear independent suspension, it does not
handle or corner like its sportier Japanese rivals. Most critics gave the XRS tepid reviews after
test drives, calling it capable, but hardly exciting or fun. As you step up in trims, increasing the
size of the tires, the ride becomes both stiffer and harsher. The new electric power steering
winds up feeling vague and soft, and both critics and owners complain that it requires a lot of
effort to straighten out the car when accelerating from a stop. Owners find the lack of steering
feedback disappointing. ABS brakes have been added to all trims this year, but the XRS is the
only trim to feature front and rear disc brakes. Drivers notice the braking feels very soft and
spongy. Added sound insulation, a five-layer acoustic windshield, and vibration-control side
windows contribute to a class-leading quiet cabin, which earns rave reviews from critics and
drivers. Aside from wheel noise with the larger inch tires and some initial whine during highway
acceleration, owners liken the noise level to that of a Camry or Lexus. Reviewers and owners
mention the roomy interior of the '09 Corolla, which adds 2. Seating four, the compact sedan

feels more open than the Civic and offers better visibility than previous years. Rear passengers
get 36 inches of legroom, compared to 41 inches up front, and test drives praise the seat
comfort in both rows. Though tall adults might feel a bit cramped in the back, headroom
remains ample for a compact, averaging 38 inches. The '09 Corolla comes in five trims. As the
base sports trim, the S features sport seats, foglights, front and rear chin spoilers, rocker
panels, and a leather steering wheel, but oddly goes without power windows and locks. Joining
the lineup this year, the XRS trim expands on the sport theme of the S by adding a more
powerful engine, leather upholstery, a rear deck spoiler, larger inch wheels, more chrome trim,
and standard cruise, traction, and stability control. Many of the standard features on the
higher-end trims are available as options. Other options include a sunroof, Bluetooth, satellite
radio, heated seats, a JBL sound system, and a navigation system. These last two cannot be
bundled together, however. Reviewers and owners report satisfactory cabin layout and
ergonomics, with simple and easy-to-read dials and knobs. The standard tilt and telescopic
steering on all trims improves driver comfort, but some owners desired an optional power
driver's seat. The refreshed interior sports a more refined and upscale look, again mimicking
the Camry, but it does garner a few complaints about the use of cheap plastic materials on the
dash and doors. Some owners found it disappointing, but not unexpected or deal-killing in an
economy car. Several owners complained about the awkward placement of the clock, apart from
the radio and closer to the front passenger. A strong safety record remains one of the primary
reasons first-time buyers and long-time owners gravitate toward Toyota in general and the
Corolla in particular. Not yet rated in crash tests, the '09 Corolla should only improve on its
four- and five-star scores from previous years, thanks to the addition of standard ABS brake for
all trims and optional stability and traction control. Standard across the lineup are dual
front-side, side impact, and side curtain airbags for both rows, with active head restraints that
feature improved whiplash protection. A tire monitor and daytime running lights are also
standard, with the S trim adding foglights and the XRS adding the new traction and stability
control. Very few Toyota Corolla owners wind up disappointed with their purchase, and the '09
Corolla is no different. The biggest highlight remains its superior fuel economy, about as good
as you can get without moving up to the hybrid Prius, and at a much more affordable price.
Owners find the '09 Corolla a great value overall, with a spacious interior, the looks and feel of
the more expensive Camry, reliable safety features, and a quiet and comfortable ride. Aside
from a few comments about bland styling, plastic materials, and lack of driver feedback, the
Corolla fills its role well as a solid and dependable economy compact that continues to appeal
to a wide demographic. CarGurus owners appreciate the extra power in the two new engines,
with some wishing for a bit more to accommodate the larger dimensions and slightly heavier
weight of the Corolla over last year. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota Corolla listings in your area
Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
Request Information. CarGurus User. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model
Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Come
in today and experience the Cable Dahmer difference! This vehicle is located at W rd St. Kansas
City, MO Contact us online or give us a call at to have your questions answered and to schedule
a test drive today! And with good reason: This is the quintessential economy car. It's small,
inexpensive, fuel-efficient and reliable. And with good reason: fuel-efficient and reliable.
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based
on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. This vehicle does not come with a warranty.
You will have to pay for all repairs needed after you take delivery. Do not buy this vehicle unless
you are willing to pay for all needed repairs. The only reason this vehicle is available at this
price is because you are accepting it in its current condition anddo not expect the dealer to pay
for any needed repair if it breaks. This Dealer sells vehicles that are certified and come with a
warranty. If you want one of those vehicles,do not buy this vehicle. It is not one of them. Return
or Exchange within 3 days or miles, whichever occurs first. See dealer for complete details.
Compare, adjust and save your payment options on every vehicle in stock at:
PerformanceKingsHonda. This vehicle has an EPA rated fuel economy of We value your time

and that's why want to give you the best buying and service experiences in Cincinnati! Also,
ask your product specialist about our home test drives and deliveries. Save time and money
through our exclusive Performance Remote Services! Distance limitations may apply. As a
proud member of the family-owned Performance Automotive Network, we have access to
thousands of new and used vehicles. This gives us the ability to find the perfect vehicle to fit
your needs and budget. We will give you top-dollar for your trade or make you a cash offer if
you'd prefer the convenience of selling directly. Use for comparison purposes only. Your
mileage will vary depending on driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your vehicle,
etc. See dealer for complete details or sign in to download a copy of your vehicle's warranty.
Warranty may be restricted or denied if your vehicle or part has been modified, improperly
maintained or removed. Call to schedule your test drive, today! Our Professional staff go above
and beyond for every customer! You can even purchase any new or used vehicles through our
Acceleride Program from the comfort of your home, and we can deliver right to your door. It has
been well maintained and well taken care of, fully serviced and ready to go. One of the nicest
vehicles you will find, Priced to Sell!!! This car is so clean and sturdy - you'll feel like it is brand
new. This vehicle won't last long, take it home today!!! Don't wait no more, stop by and check it
out - you can't lose on this deal. You will be happy! Edmund's expert review. Younger buyers,
however, might be put off by the tepid driving experience. For additional vehicle information
and to schedule a test drive,please ask to our sales department at Why people buy from us?
Like your vehicle or exchange it! Call now or visit our website: Our finance department is
dedicated to finding the best possible rates and terms for you. Please, write down what you
need to bring in so you can take immediate delivery of the vehicle you selected: Driver license,
Two recent pay stubs, References, Phone or utility bill in customer name , Title for your trade.
Thanks for visiting ACenterstore. Vehicle information is based on standard equipment and may
vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete vehicle specific information. This offer is
not redeemable for cash and may not be combined with any other. Best of all the price you see
is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. This Toyota Corolla has great acceleration and wonderful styling without sacrificing
exceptional fuel economy. This Toyota Corolla has such low mileage it has been parked more
than driven. Punch the throttle and feel the power of its torque and horsepower plant you firmly
to the back of the seat. This wonderfully appointed vehicle comes equipped with the options
and features every driver craves. So rare that you've probably never experienced anything else
like it. More information about the Toyota Corolla: The Toyota Corolla has a longstanding
reputation for being one of the most affordable small sedans, especially when considering its
reputation for reliability, high fuel efficiency, and low operating costs. The redesigned model
brings a new level of interior comfort, plus optional features such as a navigation system that
aren't otherwise offered in this class. The new XRS model, with its torquey 2. This model sets
itself apart with fuel efficiency, new XRS performance model. Disinfectant methods or claims
should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of
any virus, illness or disease. Our service to you does not end at the sale. Call us anytime with
questions. Our entire team at Lithia Reno Subaru is here to help. If you're looking to purchase
from a dealership dedicated to its customers, come by Lithia Reno Subaru and experience our
service for yourself! Price contains all applicable dealer incentives and non-limited factory
rebates. You may qualify for additional rebates; see dealer for details. Visit -- online. Oil and
filter changed. Engine air filter replaced. Cabin air filter replaced. Wiper blades replaced. LE
trim. Our promise is to provide our customers with the best possible reconditioned used car on
the market. Every used car is run through a point quality control inspection- We pay our
mechanics to find any issues so you don't have to. The warranty allows you to fix the vehicle at
any shop that you choose- not just us. Less time negotiating and more time finding the vehicle
that best matches your wants and needs. We look forward to your visit. Our certification comes
with a 6 month, 6, mile Powertrain Warranty and peace of mind knowing your vehicle was
thoroughly inspected by our GM certified technicians. This vehicle also comes with free shuttle
service, free windshield chip repairs and our special for buy three oil changes get one free and
much, much more! As a VIP customer you can take advantage of our Direct to Manager and
Vehicle Pull Around programs both put in place to provide the highest standard of customer
service! See for yourself why the Joe Basil experience is worth the drive from anywhere, even
Tonawanda and Lockport! Our Corolla features an automatic transmission, power windows and
locks, power mirrors, cruise control, and gray fabric upholstery! Our family would like to thank
you for taking a moment to check out our Toyota Corolla. Here at Hampstead Pre-Owned we
pride ourselves on providing amazing customer service and offer the highest quality cars all at
a very competitive price. We understand that there are many different dealerships you could

choose in today's market. However, not many follow the golden rule of treating others they
would want to be treated. That is why Hampstead Pre-Owned has a 4. Once again thank you for
considering us for your next new car. This loaded low mileage Corolla S model is a Car-Fax
Certified 2 owner with no auto accidents just a shopping cart ding, with 21 service records, that
was sold and serviced by Michaels Toyota of Bellevue. The S model has features that you
simply can not get on other models. Upgraded interior package with leather wrapped wheel,
power sunroof, alloy wheels, rear spoiler, Traction control, keyless entry, 4-wheel ABS braking
system, plus a long list of power options. As clean as they come, low miles and priced under
market. Ask about our free home delivery options! John's County areas for over 30 years. From
our highly-trained sales staff and award-winning service team, we know you'll find satisfaction
in becoming the newest member of the Tom Gibbs Chevrolet family! A short drive from Daytona
Beach and Jacksonville, Tom Gibbs Chevrolet is your key to saving the most on your next
vehicle purchase! This Toyota Corolla has such low mileage you'll probably think of them more
as blocks traveled than miles traveled. Rest assured, this vehicle was well cared for. This
vehicle was engineered to be both economically and environmentally friendly with exceptional
fuel efficiency. With all records included, drive away confidently knowing the complete history
of this Toyota Corolla. You won't find a better price for this vehicle anywhere. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price
and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 7, Manual Engine Type
Gas 1, Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 8, Cylinders 4 cylinders 1, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal?
No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 8, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. I bought this car when it was year old with about 10, miles and it just turned
over , miles. There are two things this car does fantastically 1. Only a few minor things have
needed to be fixed over the past 9 years on this vehicle, it is a champ and continues to run very
well. This car could easily last a few more years. Now, this car is about the most uninspiring and
bland driving experience I have ever had in a car, so make no mistake, there is nothing fun
about driving this car - however if you love saving money by having a low cost of ownership, it
is a blast!! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
samsung parts diagram
1987 subaru legacy
tfi module
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

